
business & pleasure



Mood4Food
After its start in 2009 Mood4Food has developed into a serious player & creative 
caterer in the professional event market. It all started as ‘love for delicious food and 
drinks’ and today Mood4Food presents its services at various events as a complete 
range of catering products and stands out by thinking ‘out of the box’ and not be-
ing stuck in a fixed pattern.

Besides doing the professional catering at a wide variety of events, sustainability, 
flexibility, professionalism & creativity with a personal touch are the main concern at 
Mood4Food.

Mood4Food focuses particularly on congress- & event catering, lunches, receptions, 
sit-down dinners & walking dinners, but also develops food- and event concepts in 
any possible theme.

We are ‘real people’ who understand great food & drinks. We have years of experi-
ence in the field of catering and events and always work hard to dot all the I’s.

Curious about our 
cooking skills?
Get in touch and we’ll invite 
you for a tasting!



Sustainable 
catering
It may be clear that catering is an important part of every event. 
It is therefore essential that it gets a lot of love and attention. 
And we, at Mood4Food, are very strong in this field. 
For each event we think of a suitable and sustainable interpretation.
 As a member of MVO Nederland (CSR the Netherlands), 
our objectives are well-balanced & ecologically inspired. 
Mood4Food ensures delicious ‘tailor-made’ catering!



Event
catering
Adapted to the event, the type of visitors, the venue and the number of 
guests, we create high-profile food concepts for our clients. 
From simple to chic and from trendy to playful, we customize 
food & drinks and the overall appearance of the event. 
Whether it’s an extensive and exclusive lunch or a 
special dinner including the right wine pairing, 
we like to think along how catering and event 
may complement and reinforce each other.



Good Food
=

Good Mood
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Congres
catering
As a result of the many fine congresses that we supplied with our catering, 
Mood4Food has become what it is right now: a straightforward all-round 
caterer with a lot of fans. We approach congress catering ‘our way’. 
Good coffee, addictive sweets, healthy snacks, delicious rolls, 
high-quality drinks and bites and perhaps a wonderful 
dinner to round off. Our super-team will polish up the 
details so the client does not have to worry about it.



Total 
organization
In 2009 Mood4Food evolved from event bureau Trend Forward Events, 
and therefore has a lot of experience in the field of event organization, 
decoration, technique, etcetera. For our clients it is a big load off 
their minds to hand over these operations without losing sight. 
We will be working adequately towards a well-organized event.
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